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Division 39:  Planning and Infrastructure - Service 2, Motor Vehicle Registration and Driver Licensing 
Services, $47 718 000 - 

Mrs D.J. Guise, Chairman. 

Mr D.A. Templeman, Minister Assisting the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure. 

Mr G.S. Martin, Director General. 

Mr T. Maughan, Manager, Policy and Strategy, Licensing Business Unit. 

Mr K. Kirk, Chief Financial and Procurement Officer. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG: I refer to the fines listed under “Details of the Administered Transactions Income” at 
page 682.  I note that the estimated income from speed and red light fines in 2005-06 is $44 million and the 
budget estimate for 2006-07 is bordering on $63 million.  Can the minister please explain the reason for this 
huge increase associated with speed and red light fines? 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: I will refer to the director general. 

Mr G.S. Martin: The increase is due, in our expectation, to the higher penalties.  One of the things that is really 
important to explain here is that we administer this income.  The penalties are determined basically by the Road 
Safety Council of Western Australia, in conjunction with the Minister for Community Safety.  The anticipated 
amount is based on those increased fines and the propensity for people to make a voluntary contribution. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG: Does this budget include a factor for catching more people, in addition to the increase in the 
fines? 

Mr G.S. Martin: Yes, it does.  We have made a forward projection in terms of the rate people will have to pay 
when they are fined, and what we regard as the trend in the number of people who are being fined. 

The CHAIRMAN: I remind members that the microphones are live the whole time we are here.  They might 
like to think about that.   

Mrs J. HUGHES: I refer to the first dot point under “Major Initiatives For 2006-07” at page 668, which states, 
in part - 

Recruit additional driver assessors and medical staff to: 

- reduce wait times for practical driver assessments; 

Does the minister have any idea when this will be implemented? I know the waitlists are quite substantial. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The member raises a very important point, and it is one that I, as the minister 
assisting the minister, have been very concerned about.  In licensing centres throughout the state the wait times 
vary, according to the particular locations.  Many of the licensing centres, particularly in some of the 
metropolitan and outer regional areas, have had to respond to greater pressure.  We are addressing that in this 
budget.  We have secured in the budget additional money that will fund additional licensing officers and, 
specifically, driver assessment officers in key centres where there is greatest pressure.  This will have the direct 
outcome of reducing wait times for people.  One of the problems is that in some centres there are significant 
numbers of what we call no-shows, which means people are booked for a driver’s licence assessment but, 
without any notice, they do not show up.  That can impact on the programming, because the officer scheduled to 
carry out the licence assessment is left with a blank in his program and no immediate way of getting somebody 
else to fill the gap.  The officers try to make sure that they accommodate those people if they are given notice 
but, of course, when they are not given any notice it makes it very difficult to do that.  More money has been 
delivered in this budget for more officers to address the wait times. 

Mrs J. HUGHES: Is there an opportunity for young people who are doing apprenticeships and so forth - who 
often need their licences in order to continue with their work - to apply for an exemption with regard to the time, 
because there is a 28-day lapse between one sitting and the next? Although some people are no-shows, is there 
any way to implement a program in which the kids who are given an exemption can get a place sooner? We are 
finding there is a wait of three months for placements.  In view of the no-shows, is there any opportunity to 
create some space for the kids who need a licence in order to move forward with their apprenticeships and so 
forth? 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: We are very much aware that this is an issue, particularly for young people in the 
category that the member mentioned.  With the additional resources, we will be looking at how we can improve 
the way in which we address the needs of drivers, particularly young drivers who are in special circumstances.  
Trevor Maughan, who is the acting manager, policy and standards, may be able to offer a bit more information. 
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Mr T. Maughan: We are currently conducting a review into the provision of driver services.  One of the issues 
that we will be looking at is the provision of tests and the availability of those tests.  Whilst we would be 
prepared to look at those sorts of issues, the reality is that given the short time in which we know that the no-
show is going to occur, it would be administratively very difficult to put in place a situation in which we could 
drag people in at short notice to undertake those tests. 

Mrs J. HUGHES: If there is a percentage of no-shows over a period, can we not calculate that, in fact, once or 
twice a week there will be a space that someone can fill? 

Mr T. Maughan: We can definitely look at that. 

Mrs C.A. MARTIN: I draw the minister’s attention to “Major Initiatives For 2006-07” at page 668.  I refer to 
the fifth dot point, which states - 

Meet the Government’s obligation to introduce the National Driver Licensing Scheme through the 
implementation of the Road Traffic Amendment Act 2005. 

Could the minister provide me with an outline of the national driver licensing scheme, and advise how the 
government is intending to meet its obligations to introduce the scheme in Western Australia? 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Clearly, we have an obligation now in regard to the national driver licensing scheme.  
The member is aware that the legislation is currently before the upper house.  Embedded in that legislation are 
obligations for the state with regard to the national scheme.  We are committed to the introduction of that 
scheme.  The initiative will promote improved driver behaviour and road safety by providing a basis for the 
establishment of the Australia-wide driver licensing system.  We are hopeful that it may eventually incorporate 
uniform training and licensing requirements for all drivers.  There are two key components there.  I think it will 
benefit the public of WA by reducing the cost and inconvenience of adhering to the differing standards and 
differing licensing requirements in different jurisdictions.  We want to consolidate those so that it is much more 
effective. 

The national driver licensing scheme also provides indemnity for medical practitioners and members of the 
public who report unsafe or unfit drivers.  It is important that they are given that indemnity.  Of course, the 
Director General of the Department for Planning and Infrastructure will then be able to take action to determine 
a driver’s suitability to hold a licence.  The scheme will be introduced once the Road Traffic Amendment Bill 
2005 has passed through the Parliament and is gazetted.  We are hopeful that will be as soon as is practicable. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG: I refer to the financial statements on page 675, specifically “Cost of Services - Expenses”.  
The last line item of “Other expenses” shows an amount of $23.074 million for the 2006-07 budget estimate.  
Are the amounts for compensation associated with the infrastructure projects budged in that item? If so, can the 
minister tell me the criteria under which those compensation amounts are paid; in other words, if people are 
disadvantaged because of infrastructure projects? What is the actual amount out of the $23.074 million? 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Can the member refer us directly to the item? 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG: I am looking at the financial statements at page 675.  I assume that the compensation 
payments are budgeted under the “Other expenses” line item.  How much are they? Compensation has been paid 
to some people. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: That relates to Main Roads or possibly matters related to the Public Transport 
Authority.  That is not within the jurisdiction of my role in assisting the minister.  I suggest that the member put 
that question on notice to the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure.   

The appropriation was recommended. 
[11.50 am] 
 


